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Tuesday 12th October 2021 saw another excellent walkthrough of the latest release notes 6.16 of the Lasernet
Connector for Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations. We are pleased to report that we have had some positive
feedback from the webinar and would like to share some of the questions and answers that were covered during
the session, along with the recorded webinar and some useful links.

Webinar Video
Please click the link below to watch the webinar:

Questions and Answers
The following questions and answers were covered by our product experts during the session:
How do we subscribe to receive updates on knowledgebase articles?

There is an article on how to subscribe here:
https://support.formpipe.com/news/posts/how-do-i-subscribe-to-knowledgebase-articles
Can we use parameters from a form link through the Report Wizard?

Formlinks/Dialog setup/parameters - for the ﬁelds added to the dialog, the end-user either chooses from a
dropdown or types the ﬁeld in. We normally add them manually to the elements/structure to be able to include
and use in the XML ﬁle.
Is the performance/test suite still licensed separately?

Yes - licensed separately for customers. We have a demo license for partners and resellers which you can
retrieve.
Is the option to use "ReportValue:" as a yellow Element in the Report problematic?

Yes, moving a ﬁeld to another section does cost a little bit. I have carried out some testing on our warehouse
label with regard to performance. It changes with 16 to 31 milliseconds over a couple of runs.
Does Lasernet support tables in the new HTML editor for forms ﬁeld in PDF?

Yes.

Useful Links
The following links are useful to be able to be able to get the most from your product

News about D365FO Lasernet Connector:

https://support.formpipe.com/news/d365-fo-connector
Compatibility Article:

https://support.formpipe.com/kb/articles/d365-fo-compatibility
Our LinkedIn page - news about our solution:

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/formpipe-erp-solutions
Add Lasernet as a skill on your LinkedIn proﬁle:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/formpipe/products

Presentation PDF
If you would like to see a PDF of our presentation, please click the link below:
Release-overview-6.16-October-release.pdf
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